
1) Test automation

2) Unicorns

3) Other things that do not exist



Who am I?

• Alexander Pushkarev (aqaguy)

• Test-focused developer

• Development-focused tester



Agenda
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Glossary

Testing is the process of evaluating a product by

learning about it through exploration and

experimentation, which includes to some degree: 

questioning, study, modelling, observation, 

inference, etc.



Glossary

Automated testing – automated process of 

evaluating a product by learning about it through 

exploration and experimentation, which includes to some degree:
questioning, study, modelling, observation, inference, etc.

Does not exist - impossible, impractical, unethical



Words to avoid

Automated tester

Test automator

Manual Tester



Previously on....

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/HcmcStc/paul-holland-trends-in-sw-testing



What is the difference, brother?

GEMPUB
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Correct answer is...

1 3 5

3 5 7

7 13 17



Correct answer is...

X Y Z

X < Y < Z



What we could also have tested
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What we could also have tested

1.3 4 10

-1 10000 100000000

You get the point?
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Where all these bugs are coming from?

• Lack of understanding

• Indifference

• Unexpected side effect
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right?
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Halting problem

In computability theory, the halting problem is the problem of 

determining, from a description of an arbitrary computer program 

and an input, whether the program will finish running, or continue 

to run forever. 

Alan Turing proved in 1936 that a general algorithm to solve 

the halting problem for all possible program-input pairs 

cannot exist.

Which means that we cannot have 100% of the checking 

automated!
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Law of requisite variety

• If a system is to be stable, the number of states of its control mechanism must 

be greater than or equal to the number of states in the system being 

controlled.

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variety_(cybernetics)#Law_of_requisite_variety
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Ethical and methodological dilemma

Decision maker – the one responsible for Decision-making is 

the process of identifying and choosing alternatives based on 

the values, preferences and beliefs

Who is the decision maker on the aircraft?
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Ethical and methodological dilemma

Decision maker – the one responsible for Decision-making is 

the process of identifying and choosing alternatives based on 

the values, preferences and beliefs

Who is the decision maker on the aircraft? - Captain!

Who is the decision maker in testing? - it is YOU, %USERNAME%!



Who should go to the prison?

• Car hits another car. The driver would insist it was not him 

steering a wheel – car did it itself

• A software, responsible for maintaining the aircraft altitude has 

a critical issue. The software was developed by the outsourcing 

company and signed off by yourself, dude.
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Bad way to mock a taxi driver – pay the money, 

not take a ride

We pretend that testing can be

Automated

So people think so as well

And forget what testing really is

Or can be
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Instead of the conclusion

• Test automation is not a hype anymore, it is a cult.

• We love tools, but we don't automate just because we can.

• We understand that testing is a process that cannot be

automated - a decision "I have tested enough" is a human

decision, that takes a good deal of though-fullness and

professionalism.



Thank you!

http://aqaguy.blogspot.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexpushkarev/

https://twitter.com/aqaguy 


